Museum Guidelines

In an effort to help preserve the Manor House and its collection, we kindly ask that the following guidelines be observed:

- Gum, candy, food and beverages are prohibited inside the museum.
- Non-flash photography is permitted on self-guided tours. Please be courteous toward others as you are taking photographs.
- Video recording on guided tours is prohibited.
- Backpacks and umbrellas are prohibited inside the museum. These items may be stored in the Powder Room for your convenience.
- Strollers are prohibited inside the museum. They may be left on the front porch.
- Small children are not permitted to sit on the shoulders of their chaperones while inside the museum.
- As a courtesy to your guide and other museum visitors, please silence your cell phone and refrain from text messaging.
- For the protection of the collection, please do not touch anything or reach over any of the velvet ropes.
- Most importantly, have fun and ask questions!